ABSTRACT
where v = a a a a 1 2 3 4, lb =T-rADA, R = -iy5TWA and M n'n = 6 m, with n'n DA and WA given by D An'n = (U;n,$g+X n -u&g n+A) / @a& , , In (1) - (3) (1) is to be replaced by a factor % to conform with usual conventions.
To make contact with continuum theory one has-.to put Bhn = gaAAAns A general correlation function is defined by
where s means &l-J-, with r '* standing for the Grassmann-variable inter!-UQ grations n,B d $nBd$nB and $ similarly for the invariant integrations U over the gauge group.
For fermions left derivatives a/&j are abbreviated by 3' nB and nB right derivatives by 9 8 n$' By using the general property (5) with Q = -e -S P one obtains
which by (4) 
U U follows. Inserting Q = -e -S P into (9) one gets / ( (14) and with "in and ; un differing from (13) and (14) 
where w = UT u+ is the product starting with U n on X,n+oUo,n+XuAn An at point p(l) = n, and the other w p Cd its cyclic permutations starting from P(2) = n + A, p(3) = n + A + o, p(4) = n + o, i.e., from the other corners around the plaquette. In the continuum limit'3bT1n/(gaoaA) for all c1 tends to FOX(x), 3zn and 1' On to J'(x), and Iin " (the reand ho, mainders from R) to zero, and one gets the usual classical equations.
In the quantum case the limit needs some care, as can be seen, for example, in the context of the anomaly C-/l. *h ,P(!Z) = 2Tr . R ,
Further special cases are readily obtained by appropriate choices of P in (6) and (10).
In addition to (6) and (lo), Schwinger-Dyson equations involving repeated application of the derivatives can straightforwardly be derived.
In the Abelian case, where f becomes simply derivatives $yo, +-U U n f" > , the n,X -v and a Ron in (9) and (10) are replaced by a/aBon, and one has to be aware of the requirement P(B) = P(B + 2~). Instead of (11) (7) and (8) 
With (18) one has the Ward-Takahashi identities for the currents introduced before (proceeding with $1, instead of -W a Rn leads to (18) with TR replaced by V)% n' i.e., to nothing new).
The corresponding relations for the singlet current follow by using the transformation I/J' = exp(iun)$ n n, $A = qnexp{-iun), in which case one has (17) with a/sun instead of 31n and gets (18) with TR replaced by 1, for Jon and jon given by (13) and (14) 
-+5R and J An as (20) with TR on the other side of Ut An and of U Xn' Now the term
occurs, which contains the full R and therefore requires special care in the cfitinuum limit C71.
By using (6) with P$, and Pin inserted for P there and defining G = (@ -R + M) -l, (21) can be cast into the form + RG)nn )/ emSIP *dJ (22) where tr refers to y-matrices as well as to internal symmetry indices (while Tr applies only to the latter ones). Now (19) with (22) gives the Ward-Takahashi identities.
Combining the terms with derivatives of P from (19) and (22), t(6n,n + (GR)n,n) and i(6nn, + (RG)nn,) occur which 1 can be shown C71 to give, as well as ;6n,n alone, S 4 (x' -x) in the con- For the singlet axial current the transformation $A = expCiany5)$,, 5; = $nexp{iany5) is to be used, and one gets (19) with (22) 
To make contact to its usual continuum forms Cl51 gauge fixing is to be introAced.
The lattice counterpart of the usual gauge fixing procedure Cl61 can be derived in a general and well-defined way.
Denoting the group inte- 
It is, however, to be noted that according to (27) 1 is to be chosen with care. To illustrate this, the Abelian case with P = Q I$ n'B n"B" may be considered, where the first term in (28) 
